ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Molecular biologists frequently query genomic or protein databases to identify sequence similarity within or across species. It is not uncommon to search a whole database against another database, or perform searches of a batch of queries against a database. The default approach would be to run each query in the batch (independently) one at a time. Such an approach is clearly inefficient as it requires repeated scanning of the database. More importantly, it fails to exploit any common subsequences that may exist among the queries to share their computation.
An alternative approach is to search a batch of queries collectively to exploit sharing of results on common subsequences. We adopted such an approach, and developed the search tool BLAST++. BLAST++ is an extension of BLAST (Altschul et al., 1990 ) that allows multiple, say K, queries to be searched against a database concurrently. We believe the tool is practical and useful for the community for the following reasons. First, because it is based on BLAST, the results obtained by BLAST++ are identical to that obtained by executing BLAST on each of the K queries. This is important and will facilitate the acceptance of BLAST++. In fact, if the batch contains only one query, then BLAST++ behaves essentially like BLAST. Second, BLAST++ is much more * To whom correspondence should be addressed at Department of Computer Science, National University of Singapore, 3 Science Drive 2, Singapore 117543. efficient and can complete the processing of the K queries in a much shorter time than BLAST. This translates to higher throughput, better resource utilization and better user satisfaction! Figure 1 shows the algorithmic description of BLAST++. As shown, the algorithm is structured in the same manner as BLAST and comprises three similar phases. In the k-tuple extraction phase (lines 1-4), we first create a virtual query, consisting of all queries. Since the same k-tuple may be repeated multiple times within a query and may appear in multiple queries, we also maintain for each k-tuple a list of (query id, offset) pairs. For protein sequences, we will also generate k-tuples that are similar based on the similarity matrix used. In the seed matching phase (lines 5-7), the database is scanned to identify seeds. Seeds that are promising are stored in a lookup table with a list of (query seq id, offset, database seq id, offset) tuples. This step is the key step to reducing the computation cost of the algorithm. Essentially, it exploits common k-tuples that appear in multiple queries so that the database sequences need to be examined only once (as compared to N times for N queries). Finally, in the seed extension phase (lines 8-12), we align each query using BLAST's seed extension scheme. For each query, we scan the database once for each query. This allows answers of each query to be returned as soon as they are obtained.
METHODS AND IMPLEMENTATION
We have implemented BLAST++ by extending NCBI's Standard BLAST (source code obtained from http://www.ncbi. nih.gov/BLAST). The current implementation supports default BLAST search parameters in BLAST, such as directional search.
DISCUSSION
To study the effectiveness and efficiency of BLAST++, we conducted some experiments using two DNA data sets (the 1.62 GB Genbank database and the 2.89 GB entire human sequence genome) and one protein data set (the 75 MB PIR database). All the queries used for the experiments are randomly generated with the specified lengths. The experiments were conducted on a SUN E-450 machine, with two 500 MHz CPU and 4 GB of main memory. The default search options are used for BLAST search. The time is counted by summing the user and system time obtained from running the system command time. The results retrieved by BLAST++ were compared to that retrieved by NCBI-BLAST, and as expected, found to be identical. Therefore, we shall only summarize our findings on the efficiency of BLAST++ as compared to NCBI-BLAST for batched queries.
In our first set of experiments, we fixed the batch of queries to 10, and varied the query lengths from 4 to 16 384 bp [ Fig. 2(a) ]. First, we observe that BLAST++ is able to achieve a gain of at least 50% in efficiency as compared to BLAST for the two DNA data sets for queries of length shorter than 8192 bp. Second, we note that for DNA queries of lengths greater than 4096 bp, BLAST++'s time increases at a more rapid rate. This is because of the higher number of k-tuples matches in the queries and the data sets. The increase in the k-tuples matches results in more processing time to store and retrieve the matches. In addition, more verifications for a good alignment have to be performed in the alignment phase. Third, we observe that BLAST++ gains more in searching the Human Genome data set than in the Genbank data set. This is because of the seed matching phase which is more time consuming for long sequences.
While the results on the protein data set show similar trend [ Fig. 2(c) ], we observe that the gain of BLAST++ search is less significant. For protein queries of lengths shorter than 2048 bp, BLAST++ runs faster than BLAST but gains less than 50% in speed when the query length exceeds 128 bp. This is because protein queries produce more seeds and thus seed extension results (due to small word size and the use of mutation scoring matrix).
In another set of experiments, we keep the lengths of queries fixed at 128 bp, and varied the number of queries batched from 1 to 300 [ Fig. 2(b) ]. The results for both DNA and protein data sets are similar, so we show only the results for DNA data sets. Essentially, BLAST++ is more efficient as we increase the number of queries batched. This is due to the savings in computation of not repeatedly scanning the database, and locating the matches of the k-tuples for each query.
To summarize, BLAST++ is an efficient tool for processing a batch of queries. It can generate the same answers as BLAST at a significantly shorter time. As such, we believe it will be a very useful tool to the community. In fact, BLAST++ can also be used in servers that provide services to users for querying sequence similarity (e.g. public sites like NCBI-BLAST). Here, queries issued by different users can be batched to optimize resources and throughput.
